The Use of Robotic-Arm Assistance in Complex Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty: A Report of Three Challenging Cases
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Abstract

The purpose of this case report was to demonstrate the utility, versatility, and efficacy of robotic-arm technology in complex primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) cases. Preoperative computer templating allows precise and accurate acetabular and femoral stem positioning in cases that presented with significant native deformity and bone loss. Robotic-arm THA may be a viable option for complex primary cases to optimize implant positioning and mitigate postoperative instability and complications.
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Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is the most effective procedure for end-stage hip pathology in improving function and overall quality of life.1–3 Despite overall THA success, there is still the potential for complications related to component malpositioning, leg-length discrepancy, dislocations, and early implant failures.4 Robotic-assisted THA (RA-THA) has gained momentum to reduce surgical error by improving implant positioning accuracy and greater precision in restoring hip biomechanics.5,6 Some studies have also proposed RA-THA to be associated with superior patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), decreased instability rates, and higher forgotten joint scores.6–9 However, the majority of the current literature has focused on the efficacy of RA-THA on cohorts of patients with primary hip osteoarthritis (OA).

THA for secondary hip OA including conditions with distorted anatomy presents surgeons with unique challenges such as variable hip centers, lack of bone stock, heterotopic ossification (HO), acetabular protrusion, abductor deficiency, prior infection, and retained hardware that hinder reconstruction. THA for secondary arthritis has been reported to be associated with longer operative duration, transfusion rates, hospital length of stay, intraoperative, and postoperative complications.10–13 Meticulous planning and surgical technique may be enhanced by technology assistance to improve accuracy and mitigate complications. Therefore, the purpose of this case report was to demonstrate the utility and efficacy of robotic-arm technology in complex primary THA.

Case Report 1

History

A 67-year-old female with a history of tobacco abuse presented with severe right hip pain, inability to ambulate, and 2.5 cm shortening of the leg. She had received a
corticosteroid injection 3 months prior (►Fig. 1) with subsequent rapid joint destruction and severe acetabular and femoral bone loss (►Fig. 2). After ruling out infectious etiology, the patient opted for RA-THA to allow for accurate bone preparation and implant placement.

Preoperative Planning and Intraoperative Implementation
The preoperative CT scan was obtained for reconstruction templating and planning. The acetabular component was sized and placed in the coronal, sagittal, and axial planes relative to host bone. The reconstruction was planned near the native hip center which allowed for fit between the remaining anterior and posterior walls (►Fig. 3). The acetabular component was planned to a more medialized and superior position to bolster the press fit into host bone. However, a superior acetabular augment was planned for the large segmental superior dome Paprosky type-IIB defect (►Fig. 4). After planning the femoral reconstruction, the approximate leg-length and offset restoration were planned for intraoperative execution.

The acetabular bone was registered with the optical navigation, and the registration was verified to ensure accuracy (►Fig. 5). The robotic arm was used to ream and impact the acetabulum according to the preoperative plan. Although the cup was significantly uncovered superiorly, a modest press fit between the anterior and posterior walls was provisionally achieved and augmented with four superior dome screws with dual mobility articulation. A superior acetabular augment was fixed to the ilium with three additional screws and unitized to the cup with cement. Due to the large segmental superior, the femur was broached, and after the placement of the final implants, the restoration of equal leg length and offset was verified using the robotic computer software.

Follow-Up
The patient recovered appropriately with functional improvement in pain, function, and radiographic osseointegration at short-term follow-up (►Fig. 6). Hip pain and function were assessed by hip-disability-and-osteoarthritis-outcome (HOOS) pain (0–100 points) and HOOS-physical-function short form (PS) (0–100 points), respectively, with higher scores indicating less pain and better function with a minimally clinically important difference of 10-points.14–16 HOOS pain/HOOS-PS improved from 22.5/32.1 to 85/91.1 from

Fig. 1 Anteroposterior (AP) pelvis demonstrating end-stage osteoarthritis of the right hip.
Fig. 2  Anteroposterior (AP) right hip plain radiograph demonstrating complete femoral head collapse with posterior, superior femoral head subluxation, and large superior acetabular defect (Paprosky IIB).

Fig. 3  Preoperative planning based on the CT scan. Acetabular positioning is fine tuned in the coronal, sagittal, and axial planes with the ability of positional adjustment within millimeters.
baseline to 1-year postoperatively, respectively. The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), Veterans-Rand-12 (VR-12) physical-component-score (PCS), and mental-component-scores (MCS) also improved from baseline to 1-year follow-up (2/16.8/36.9 to 4/29.1/56, respectively).

Case Report 2

History
A 35-year old female with a history of prior acetabular and femoral osteotomies as a child for hip dysplasia with
subsequent hardware removal presented with severe degenerative hip disease (► Figs. 7 and 8). Multiple conservative measures to relieve the symptoms were attempted without success. The patient opted for THA with the utilization of robotic-assisted technology for preoperative and intraoperative planning.

Preoperative Planning and Intraoperative Implementation

The preoperative CT scan helped define the native acetabulum with relative retroversion and a shallow medial wall. The robotic computer software helped place the acetabular component in the desired inclination and version to optimize positioning and stability (► Fig. 9). After acetabular bone registration, the robotic-arm assisted in reaming and final shell impaction to maintain proper abduction and anteverision. One screw was placed to augment initial stability.

With a prior femoral osteotomy and significant deformity, a proximally modular cementless femoral stem with distal splines was planned for femoral reconstruction. However, a cortical breach was identified distal to the calcar prior to inserting the trial sleeve. A prophylactic cerclage cable was placed to prevent any fracture propagation. A modular diaphyseal-engaging stem was used to bypass the defect. An intraoperative plain radiograph was taken to verify component position without evidence of fracture propagation (► Fig. 10). Final implants were placed, and there was no bone implant, bone–bone impingement, or instability throughout the range of motion. The leg length remained equal and unchanged from the initial robotic preoperative plan.

Follow-Up

The patient recovered without any complications immediately postoperatively to short-term follow-up. She remained toe-touch partial weight bearing for 4 weeks and progressively advanced to weight bearing as tolerated over the subsequent 6 weeks. HOOS-pain/HOOS-PS improved from 50/66.1 to 97/99 from baseline to 1-year follow-up, respectively. UCLA, VR-12 PCS and MCS also improved from baseline to 1-year follow-up (3/33.1/31.4 to 4/65.3/71.1, respectively). One-year follow-up radiographs demonstrated appropriately positioned implants without signs of implant subsidence, loosening, or failure (► Fig. 11).
Fig. 7  Preoperative AP pelvis demonstrating right hip coxa vara deformity with end-stage osteoarthritis.

Fig. 8  Virtual 3D model demonstrating significant acetabular and femoral deformity.
Case Report 3

History
A 67-year-old male with a history of pelvic fracture and posterior wall acetabular operative fixation 7-years prior presented with right hip pain. The patient had end-stage femoral head avascular necrosis with complete superior margin collapse (Figs. 12 and 13). His clinical exam demonstrated right leg to be shorter than left (5 mm), and complete loss of range of motion. After unsuccessful conservative treatment, the patient opted for THA with the utilization of a robotic arm for preoperative and intraoperative planning given his prior acetabular hardware and deformity.

Preoperative Planning and Intraoperative Implementation
The robotic-system software allowed for accurate implant placements based on the anatomic boundaries for accurate intraoperative execution (Fig. 14). The preoperative CT scan was critical in implant positioning planning to avoid the posterior wall hardware by allowing positional adjustments within a few millimeters. To circumvent the pre-existing hardware, the acetabulum preparation was planned 2 mm more superiorly and 1 mm posteriorly relative to the native center.

The robotic arm assisted with acetabulum reaming and component implantation (Fig. 13). The femoral stem was then impacted, and trial reduction was performed. Once

Fig. 9 Preoperative 3D acetabular component position planning. The implant was placed 2 mm superior and medial to allow maximal bone contact and implant coverage.

Fig. 10 Intraoperative flat-plate plain radiograph demonstrating stable implants without fracture propagation.
Fig. 11 One-year follow-up radiographs demonstrated appropriately positioned implants without signs of implant subsidence, loosening, or failure.

Fig. 12 Preoperative plain radiographs demonstrating right hip acetabular hardware.
stability and limb length were confirmed, final implants were placed and verified using the robotic computer software (<Fig. 15>).

**Follow-Up**
The patient had an uncomplicated postoperative course without any complications at 6-week routine evaluation. He achieved all his physical therapy goals and was off all pain medications. One-year follow-up radiographs demonstrated appropriately positioned implants without signs of implant subsidence, loosening, osteolysis, or failure. HOOS-pain/function scores improved from 20/30 preoperatively to 92/100 at 1-year follow-up.

**Discussion**
Acetabular bone loss, hip dysplasia with prior osteotomies, and post-traumatic arthritis with hardware are challenging
situations when performing primary THA. RA-THA offers surgeons a unique ability to anticipate and prevent potential technical pitfalls and allows preoperative three-dimensional templating of implants according to a patient’s individual anatomy. RA-THA has been generally reserved for simpler primary OA and avascular necrosis cases with normal anatomy for landmark registration. However, as technology continues to evolve and become increasingly prevalent in arthroplasty, the value of robotics and its versatility will continue to increase, especially in more challenging THA procedures as presented in our case reports.

Bukowski et al.\textsuperscript{17} compared estimated blood loss, complications, and PROMs between 100 RA-THA and 100 conventional THA patients. The estimated intraoperative blood loss was significantly reduced for RA-THA compared with manual THA (374 ± 133 vs. 423 ± 186 mL, respectively, \( p = 0.035 \)). RA-THA reported significantly higher mean postoperative Harris Hip Scores (HHS) (92.1 ± 10.5 vs. 86.1 ± 16.2, \( p = 0.002 \)) and UCLA scores (6.3 ± 1.8 vs. 5.8 ± 1.7, \( p = 0.033 \)) compared with conventional THA at 1-year follow-up. More recently, Domb et al.\textsuperscript{18} reported 5-year mid-term outcomes of 66 RA-THA that were propensity matched with 66 conventional THA. The RA-THA cohort reported higher HHS (\( p < 0.001 \)), forgotten joint scores (\( p = 0.002 \)), VR-12 PCS (\( p = 0.002 \)), and 12-item short-form survey physical (\( p = 0.001 \)). RA-THA acetabular cup placement had a nine-fold reduced risk of placement outside the Lewinnek safe zone\textsuperscript{19} (\( p = 0.002 \)), fewer discrepancies in leg length (\( p = 0.091 \), and overall offset (\( p = 0.001 \)).

Most studies comparing RA-THA and conventional-THA have involved small patient cohorts. However, in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, Chen et al.\textsuperscript{4} compared 522 RA-THA and 994 conventional-THA. RA-THA was associated with lower intraoperative complication rates, more accurate cup placement within the safe zone, stem placement, and overall offset with no differences in leg-length discrepancy and revision rates. Pooled analysis of functional outcome scores found no significant differences between RA-
THA and conventional THA, with significant heterogeneities both preoperatively ($p = 0.27, I^2 = 87\%$) and 24 months postoperatively ($p = 0.38, I^2 = 68\%$). The rate of HO was significantly higher in RA-THA patients, which the authors potentially attributed to pin site placement. Further investigation is warranted to determine if RA-THA is linked with greater HO regardless of the surgical approach.

**Conclusion**

We reported three, complex primary THA cases that were performed with robotic-arm technology. Acetabular and femoral stem placement was planned preoperatively using the computer software with CT-scan integration. Preoperative templating allowed precise and accurate acetabular and femoral stem positioning in cases that presented with significant native deformity and bone loss. RA-THA may be a viable option for complex primary cases to optimize implant positioning and mitigate postoperative instability and complications. Future studies are needed to determine long-term improvement in PROMs, implant longevity, and revision rates with the utilization of robotic-arm technology.
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